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I. Introduction

lit" solids at low temperatures, phonons are the main _ carriers

of thermal energy. Phonons are the quantised modes of lattice

vibrations. in the harmonic approximation, the potential

energy term is quadratic in atomic displacements and the total

energy of the crystal is expressed as a sum of this term and

the kinetic energy term. One can define an atomic displacement

operator and the operator for the conjugate momentum. Using

the communication relation for the canonic&iiy conjugate

relations, one can quantize the system of lattice vibrations.

The energy in the quantized form can be expressed as a sum

over the different lattice modes and in each mode of vibra-

tion, represented by a wave vector q, which can be summed

over the Brillouin zone, there are, besides zero point energy,

n quanta each of energy Tiw . These quanta are called

phonons.

In the harmonic approximation, phonons are the eigenstates

of harmonic Hamiltonian and there is no interaction amongst'

the phonons. Phonons in the running wave picture travel from

one end of the crystal to other end if the crystal is free

from defect.

The conductivity of a non-defect crystal is therefore infinite.

Hence, to account for the finite conductivity one must consi-

der the defects in the crystal. At very low temperatures, when

the phonon wave length is of the same order as the dimensions

of the crystal, phonons are scattered by the boundaries of
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the crystal. Besides the above scattering of phonons, one

has to consider the scattering o£.phonons which is due to

the random distribution of defects such as the natural iso-

topes in the crystal, etc.

The aim of the present article•is to establish an expression

for the temperature dependence of the' lattice thermal eoiuluc-.

tivity of solids with harmonic disturbances. The relaxation

rate for scattering of phonons with point defect is also de-

Tived. We will apply the Kubo-correlation function formalism

for the thermal conductivity, and the double time temperature

dependent Green function technique for the evaluation of

correlation functions.

In section II we give a general formalism of the Kubo expres-

sion for thermal conductivity in terms of Green functions.

In section III we derive the Hamiltonian for the harmonic

disturbances. Section IV deals with the evaluation of Green s

function for this Hamiltonian by the equation of motion method.

In section V the results are used to obtain an expression

for the thermal conductivity and the relaxation rates.

II. General Formulation • • .

In order to obtain the thermal conductivity we shall employ

here the correlation function method given by Kubo and other

authors. According to this formulism the general expression

for the thermal conductivity can be written as"

lim (2.1)



Here V is the volume of the crystal, k? is the Boltzmann

constant, Q. H\ is heat flux operatOT for the lattice in

the Heisenberg representation, (i= L^jT)"4 , T is the

absolute temperature, and the angular brackets <...>

indicate a thermal average over the canonical ensemble des-

cribed by the Harailtonian of the system. The total heat flux

operator can be WTitten as

Q(t) 2_ (2.2)

Here v and w . respectively are the group velocity and

frequency of jrtionons with wave vector q in branch index X,

N .CO = a+xft^ a K^1*) *s t n e P n o n o n occupation number of

mode Cq>^O in the quantized representation.

If we introduce the heat flux operator (2.2)into equation (2:i),

K adopts the form

To •, here we contract the notation:

o •

complication,

q\ —*» q

q1^ - ^ q'

Then the above equation becomes

UO. UOo' Va

(2.3)
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Equation (2..3)shows that the delineation of the thermal

conductivity involves the calculation of the two-operator

correlation function N
q(°) , N (tn.\). This can be eva-

luated by the method of double-time Green's functions as

illustrated e.g. by Zubarev.

The calculation of the two particle correlation function

is greatly simplified if we use the following decoupling

scheme.

<a b c d> = <ab> <_cd> +

+ <ad> <bc>

bd >

where a, b, c, d are operators. Now <N (o),N

is written as the following form.

or

aq(o)

Here we have replaced t + iA -->• T .

Putting the value of <N N ,>into equation (2-3) we get

(2.4)



The I term of {2,U) gives zero contribution to the equation

(M) because < a* (o) a (0) V and U*(t ] a (T ) > are the

same for positive and negative values of q, however the

velocity of phonons is opposite £OT positive and negative q.

Therefore the total sum of the abov functions is zero. The

contribution of term II is neglected in view of the fact

that contributions fTom double creation and double annihi-

lation operators are small at low lemperature. Hence, we

have

J B +

We now introduce the retarded double-time Green s function

G • « (t-t') and its Fourier component G < (»o)

\^>> an.

and

The related correlation function < a^ (t') a (t)> is

given by

Vft'<Bq'ft'^aqf^> or

(a.6)
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vhere

SimilaTily correlation function <. a/(o) a*C<r)>

Is written as

— jut-TJ• / die J t"»/

Here

(£.71

Putting the expressions (2.6) and {2.7) of the correlation

i«to «q,u«t̂ on (2.5) ve get

K - lim (tlil.-f1) 2 .

or

«**"

- 2 Wf w « ' ^ ^ ' J
<?5' 0

Since

f
. f- -t - x (U

and
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equation (2.9V becomes
" « CO

K - lim (iL±iiM S 10, <*=<:' vi "V folw' f

To solve the above equation we use the well known integral

formula (Plemelj)

where P denotes the Caueby • principal value of the above

integral.

Let us fiTSt rewrite equation -^-9) in * more suitable form,

where

&m f&

3.10)

Now, using the above integral formula, equation (2.10) can

written as

' +. TT

In the static conductivity case K must be Teal, whence the

imaginary part must vanish, which indeed can be shown also

in a more formal way,

equation (2.11) "becomes

'.) • • ' - . •

Expanding e'10-""'' = 1 + ( U J - U O A + ( ̂ J L V ) /}»• +.. •
i —^y P

and putting into equation (2.12) we get

(2.13)

III. Hamiltonian

Let us establish the Hamiltonian of the crystal in the presence

of harmonic disturbances. In our case we have taken point

defects which are distributed randomly. Specifically, we have

considered only mass changes, which is true for isotopes.

For isotopes the changes in the force constants may be consi-

dered to be negligible. If the defects are distributed at

random, then Rayleigh scattering of phonons takes place.

Let the kinetic energy of a lattice which includes defects

be given by

K.E. - l ^ M f t U^x

2 ""

The summation over n also includes the summation over defects

Sites. The potential energy in the Harmonic approximation

is written as

U* Un
2 -« •"•

where r -N

HeTe 0 indicates that the derivatives are evaluated in the

equilibrium configuration of the crystal, (j) is the total



potential energy of the crystal and depends only on the

atomic displacements v.^.

The Langrangian of the system is defined by

L - K.E. - P.E.

2 ."• " 2

From the Langrangian one can get the canonical conjugate

momentum (n«) as follows.

Now the Hamiltonian of the system can be written as

If M is the average mass of the lattice in the presence

of defects then one can express .

H - Ho + H
r

as follows

(3.1)

f (j

Here only the change of mass has been considered. For the

case of a perfect lattice, i.e. H*- 0, the canonically con-
* r

coordinates sx6 written as follows;
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(3.2)

(3.3)

Here N is total number of lattice points present in the

crystal a ̂  , a v respectively annihilation and creation

operators.

To get the canonically conjugate '. . coordinates for the present
It

situation, we have assumed that H ' is very small. Therefore

one can take the above canonically conjugate coordiantes for

the present case also. If one substitute the value of t'3;2)_;

(3.})into H , one can get

Similarily, if we substitute the values of equation

into H , we get

) C

1 2 DT ffi.
At low temperature the contribution of the terras I and IV

are negligible. We are interested in the following situation.
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Initially there is a phonon in q and none in q . Afterwards

there is one in q , but none in q. Therefore, the terms

with two annihilation or two creation operators do not contri-

bute appreciably. The III term is the Hermitian conjugate

of Ilnd terra. Since every thing is symmetrical in q and q

III term will give the same contribution as that of term Ilnd.

Now the above equation can be written as

HeTe we have replaced q> •—4, q. The term [a* a v e

can be written as [a* a V j (q "*» }'R*>7 "q
1J • R»JJ

f q
The above equation then becomes

Gqq<(t-t aqCt) , a* (t

For the Hamiltonian C3.4] we have the following commitation

relations (we have assumed that h = 1);

(4.1)

where

- X w,, L

SimilaTily

- i 4 . .̂,. c

or

v h e r e Vqq»

Finally the total Hamilton!an can be written as

IV. GTeen Function

The retarded Great*

are

iis 'which appear in equation (2.5)

Forming the equation of motion for G (t-t ) with respect

to time argument t and taking the Fourier transform we get

E «aqto)J .; (tj» f i - ̂  <[aq(ol , a* (t)"J >

+ « [aq'(ol,Hl 1 a* » B (4.2)

Here E « te + iE

Substituting equation (4.1) into equation (4.2) we get

E « ( » E

V,.,

Separating the diagonal terms (i.e. q = q) and q = q̂

from the nondiagonal ones we get
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or

E

*

q>> E - fl'«
1 JIT

•> V

To solve the above equation, let us assume that in the

Green s function << a I a »nondiagonal elements are

negligible. Then one can write (in zero- order):

Putting this into equation (4.4), we get

or

Let us solve the above equation for the case q • q

For this case above equation becomes

a v >
E « f O «

or
CE- «,:; « a<f, / oj»= vY9 «

wher« w,". = (w,- + V^ )

Equation (4.5) can be written as

( 4 . 5 )

(4.3)

or

where (j^ = (w<) +. v,, ;

To solve equation (4.3) we need the Green function

« a -I a >} foT q * q' . Let us evaluate this Green function

first. The equation of motion foT this Green function is

vritten as (for q ^ q ):

,. -, 7

Substituting this expression for « a i\ a* » from

equation (4.6) into equation (4.3), we get

E «

or

Let us define

- 7T, -«'

or

which is called self energy function. Inserting this form
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to the above equation we get

aq » E

or

4 I jr
C4.7)

Here we have considered the diagonal element of G > (E)

V. Thermal Conductivity and Relaxation

In this section we will evaluate the thermal conductivity

and relaxation rate. Before going to evaluate the thermal

conductivity, we shall write all the important equations

which we need as follows for simplicity:

3 V I
lim

6-*o

where G , (u) is

• ITT (C-J -

(5.2)

Df*) ( 5. 3 )

Here

Let. us solve equation C 5 - Z D with the help of equation (5.3)

C w "£
Similarily the value of is written as

r, <«)
Therefore the product of C£-y and ^^ is written as

Substituting the equation (5.4) into the thermal conducti-

vity integral we get

tLJ , flu -' -.1

K . (rr *

Since we know that the denominator of the integral gives

contributions only near ui = cD̂  , we can take the value of

the nuwsrator of the integral at io = oT? and place it out-

side of the integral. Then we get

K = n 3 V ^^^7,^(5.5)

The value of integral is T'ai^tuH. by the following formula.

Putting this value into equation (3.5), we get

V JiTO s



The phonon transport relaxation time cl of the system

is given by

= n, (5.71

where T"_(**\) is the imaginary part of the self energy

function.

Equation (5.6) gives the thermal conductivity of solids

with harmonic mass disturbances. Because of the phonon

interaction with harmonic disturbances, the frequencies

of the phonons shift from ^ to J . When the frequ-

ency shifts are neglected in equations (5.6) and (5.7)

we get the following expression.

6 V

= r;

(5.8)

(5.9)

Thi» formula ia like the Kleaens formula which has been
evaluated by the perturbation theory.

We now proceed to the evaluation of relaxation times.

Since we have neglected the frequency shifts for the present

case (i.e. fcJ, and ) , we wi l l

evaluate the relaxation times

let us first write the self-energy function,

We want to evaluate this function a t E • u^

at

i.10)

where

C i W

To solve equation (5.10) we use the Debye model. Then the

summation can be replaced by in tegra t ion in the following

IV

where the density of states in the Debye model is written as

and wheTe v is the average velocity of phonons of wave vector

q. V is the volume of the crystal. Now equation (5.10)

becomes

T, - i

Putting the values of V «and V • into above equation. We

Let us evaluate the term

The second term of the above equation becomes zero, since

the defects are distributed at random i.e. there is no corre-

lation between two defects. Therefore substituting the value

of above expression into equation (5.11) we get
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or (f-

where A - (jj li^f ( 3 V / an1 vf)

£• = to-n 6-

(S.12)

To evaluate equation (5.11) we use the following integral

formula:

lim

wheTe P is the Cauchy principal value of the integral. With

the help of above Telation we get

This formula ia like Klemens1 expression which he has

obtained by using perturbation theory.

In conclusion, we have established that by using

the Kubo correlation function formalism for thermal con-

ductivity and the double time temperature dependence

Green's function technique for evaluation of correlation

functions one can get the thermal conductivity of solids

with harmonic disturbances and similarly by usinr the

Green's function method one cnn get the phonon relaxation

rate of mass defects scituerin^ in the solids. Thes-j results

are similar to the results of Klemens which he h?s

obtained by perturbation theory. We have also obtained

the phonon relaxation rate and relaxation rate in solids

with harmonic disturbances by sum rule method. These

results are also similar to the results of Klemens.

- c 7) W-

Therefore
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NMNM is the total mass of the crystal and — is the mass densi
V

ty of the crystal. Putting this value we get

g n — ^H

G^ '-S 7
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